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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A rather unsettled weather pattern will continue to persist across the Gulf of Mexico over the next few days. Several squall 
lines are forecast to impact portions of the Gulf today and tomorrow bringing a threat for wind gusts in excess of 40-50 knots, 
a low to moderate waterspout threat, and locally enhanced seas within the strongest activity. Otherwise, the ambient 
conditions across the Gulf will be driven by the interaction between a ridge of high pressure to the east and a general low 
pressure system in the Plains today and tomorrow. This will keep the pressure gradient tight during this timeframe and bring 
widespread fresh to strong, occasionally near gale force east to southeasterly winds and moderate to rough, potentially very 
rough seas to the Gulf each day.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

A continued threat for widespread thunderstorm activity will persist on Friday before conditions finally begin to clear Saturday
night into Sunday as high pressure ridging builds into the Gulf bringing a stable airmass to the region. With the pressure 
gradient remaining tight through Saturday, fresh to strong, occasionally near gale force east to southeasterly winds and 
moderate to rough, potentially very rough seas remain forecast across the Gulf into Saturday evening. The pressure gradient 
is then forecast to relax on Sunday and Monday as high pressure ridging builds in from the north allowing winds to ease to 
gentle to moderate speeds, with some light and variable winds possible near the center of this ridge. With the winds easing, 
seas will fall as well down to slight to moderate levels and persist at these levels through midweek.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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